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We have examined structural interactions of Gag proteins in human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1)
particles by utilizing cysteine mutagenesis and cysteine-specific modifying reagents. In immature proteaseminus but otherwise wild-type (wt) particles, precursor Pr55Gag proteins did not form intermolecular cystines
naturally but could be cross-linked at cysteines, and cross-linking appeared to occur across nucleocapsid (NC)
domains. Capsid (CA) proteins in wt mature viruses possess cysteines near their carboxy termini at gag codons
330 and 350, but these residues are not involved in natural covalent intermolecular bonds, nor can they be
intermolecularly cross-linked by using the membrane-permeable cross-linker bis-maleimido hexane. The
cysteine at gag codon 350 (C-350) is highly reactive to thiol-specific modifying reagents, while the one at codon
330 (C-330) appears considerably less reactive, even in the presence of ionic detergent. These results suggest
that the HIV-1 CA C terminus forms an unusually stable conformation. Mutagenesis of C-350 to a serine
residue in the mutant C350S (C-350 changed to serine) virtually eliminated particle assembly, attesting to the
importance of this region. We also examined a C330S mutant, as well as mutants in which cysteines were
created midway through the capsid domain or in the C-terminal section of the major homology region. All such
mutants appeared wt on the basis of biochemical assays but showed greatly reduced infectivities, indicative of
a postassembly, postprocessing replicative block. Interestingly, capsid proteins of mature major homology
region mutant particles could be cysteine cross-linked, implying either that these mutations permit crosslinking of the native C-terminal CA cysteines or that major homology regions on neighbor capsid proteins are
in close proximity in mature virions.
undefined late stage of the virus life cycle (39). Mutations in
NC also can cause a reduction in assembly. In addition, many
NC mutations impair viral ability to encapsidate viral RNA (1,
11), supporting the notion that the Cys-His fingers in NC are
required for specific encapsidation of viral RNA. Finally, mutations in p6 cause a reduction in virus budding under some
conditions (12).
Although standard molecular genetic approaches have allowed identification of the functions of different Gag proteins,
definition of subdomain interactions is in its infancy, and very
little is known about how Gag proteins associate with each
other to form a virus particle. To begin to identify important
Gag-Gag protein contacts in virus particles, we have commenced a series of cysteine mutagenesis experiments aimed at
assessing the importance of the Gag protein cysteine residues
in the virus life cycle and at identifying important Gag protein
associations by cysteine-specific cross-linking methods (18).
Our studies have focused on Pr55Gag in immature virions and
on the CA domain of mature virus particles, as it appears to
make essential interprotein contacts in infectious virions (9). In
this study, we have examined the status of wild-type (wt) HIV-1
Gag protein cysteines and of cysteines created in the HIV-1
capsid domain. Our results indicate that intermolecular cystine
formation is not essential to particle assembly but that Pr55Gag
proteins can be linked, apparently across their nucleocapsid
cysteines. Biochemical and genetic analysis showed that the
two HIV-1 CA cysteines at gag codons 330 and 350 did not
form intramolecular cystines on the majority of capsid proteins
and that mutagenesis of C-350 had profound effects on virus
particle assembly. Additionally, creation of cysteines in the
C-terminal portion of the HIV-1 MHR increased the efficiency
of CA-CA cross-link formation and yielded virus particles that
had wt characteristics but were poorly infectious. Taken to-

The human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1) Gag proteins
are encoded by the viral gag gene and are synthesized as a
polyprotein precursor, Pr55Gag. Expression of Pr55Gag in eukaryotic cells is necessary and sufficient for the formation of
virus-like particles (10, 14, 22, 34, 35). Immature particles are
approximately 125 nm in diameter, are surrounded by a lipid
bilayer, and show an electron-dense layer juxtaposed to the
bilayer (35). In cells infected with wild-type (wt) HIV-1, the
Pr55Gag precursor ordinarily is cleaved by the virally encoded
protease (PR) to give an occasional processing intermediate
(p41), and the mature viral Gag proteins, matrix (MA), capsid
(CA), nucleocapsid (NC), and p6 (4, 19, 25, 29). Coincident
with processing, HIV particles take on a new morphology: the
particles become much more sensitive to disruption by nonionic detergents (36, 39), and they acquire an electron dense
conical or cylindrical core (9).
Most of the knowledge acquired about Gag protein function
has come from molecular genetic analysis of mutants. Mutations of MA are characterized by a reduction in membrane
binding (33, 39), impaired assembly (8, 33) or assembly on
intracellular membranes (8, 16), reduced incorporation of viral
envelope products (Env) into virus particles (8, 43), and/or
impaired Env function (39, 42). The capsid domain contains a
region of Gag protein primary sequence homology shared
among almost all primate and avian retroviruses, called the
major homology region (MHR) (27, 37, 41). Mutations in the
MHR can impair assembly (27) or can cause assembled particles to be noninfectious (27, 37). Several other mutations in
CA block assembly (17, 38) or block virus infection at an
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FIG. 1. HIV-1 Gag mutants. Mutant plasmids used are all HIVgpt vectors
and were constructed by standard methods. The mutation in 2498T is an insertion which provides a premature stop codon to the pol gene and inactivates the
protease protein. The mutations dlMA and dlMARC are both 316-nt deletions in
the MA domain which remove 96 codons. In all cases, sequences are shown 59 to
39, altered or inserted nucleotides and residues are in boldface, nucleotide
numbers for all 59 and some 39 nucleotides are in brackets, and codon numbers
are subscripts.

gether, our results indicate that the C-terminal end of HIV-1
CA is extremely important to virus particle assembly and that
MHR residues appear to mediate Gag protein associations, at
least in the mature capsid domains.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Recombinant plasmids. The parental wt plasmid used in this study is HIVgpt,
which was derived from the HXBc2 HIV provirus (32). The plasmid has an active
simian virus 40 origin of replication sequence which allows plasmid replication in
transiently transfected COS7 cells (30). For infectivity assays using expression of
the bacterial gpt gene as a selectable marker, the SV-A-MLVenv plasmid was
used as previously described (30). Both the HIVgpt and the SV-A-MLVenv
plasmids were generously provided by D. Littman (30). Mutant virus constructs
(Fig. 1) were based on HIVgpt, and construction and sequencing followed
standard protocols (28). One protease-minus (PR2) version of HIVgpt, HIVgpt
2498T, was constructed by the insertion of an exogenous sequence that provides
a stop codon at the N terminus of the pol gene product. The sequence from
nucleotide (nt) 2495 is 59 GTC ATC GAA TTC CTG CAG CCC TTA AGT
TAA CTT AAG GGG GGA TCA GAT 39; the underlined triplet provides a gag
frame stop codon. HIVgpt dlMARC is a variation of HIVgpt dlMA, previously
described (40). The notable difference is that the dlMARC construct does not
introduce a cysteine: whereas the sequence of the dlMA construct, starting at nt
827 and ending at nt 1149, is 59 AT CGA TGT CGA CGA TCT G 39, the
sequence of dlMARC is 59 AT CGA CGA TCT G 39. Note that the dlMARC
PR2 construct is a combination of the dlMARC and 2498T.
Point mutants used in this study were as follows: T242C, in which the threonine at gag codon 242 was changed to a cysteine, giving the sequence 59 ACT
AGT TGC CTG CAG GAA 39; R294C, in which the arginine at codon 294 was
changed to a cysteine (59 CCC TTT TGT GAC TAC GTA 39); V297C, in which
the valine at codon 297 was changed to a cysteine (59 GAC TAT TGT GAC CGG
39); Y301C, in which the tyrosine at codon 301 was changed to a cysteine (59
CGG TTC TGT AAA ACT CTG CGC GCC GAG 39); C330S, in which the
cysteine at codon 330 was mutated to a serine (59 CCA GAT TCG AAG ACT
39); and C350S, with replacement of the cysteine at codon 350 with a serine (59
ATG ACA GCT AGC CAG 39). In all cases, mutated codons are underlined and
altered nucleotides are in boldface. Note that in some but not all cases, additional conservative nucleotide changes were made to facilitate mutant screening
by restriction digest analysis.
As a standard for Gag protein quantitation, we also expressed and purified a
histidine-tagged capsid protein. To do so, the HIV-1 capsid coding region was
cloned into plasmid pet15B. The resultant plasmid, pet15BHIV1147-1900, has a
59 juncture sequence of 59 G GAT CCC GCT G 39 and a 39 juncture sequence
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of 59 AAT TCC TGC AGC CCG GGG GAT CC 39. The expressed recombinant
protein has non-CA N- and C-terminal amino acid additions of MGSSHHHH
HHSSGLVPRGSHMLQDP and AQAMSQVTNSCPGDAANKARKQLAAA
TAEQ(stop).
Cell culture, transfections, infections, and infectivity assays. COS7 and HiL
cells (CD41 HeLa cells) were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum, penicillin, and
streptomycin. COS7 cells were split from confluent plates 1:4 onto 10-cm-diameter plates 24 h before each transfection. Plasmid DNAs of HIVgpt wt or gag
mutant HIVgpt constructs were transfected onto COS7 cells by calcium phosphate precipitation (13), and chloroquine (25 mM) was added to improve efficiency. For transfection of one plasmid, 14 mg of plasmid DNA was used, but for
production of pseudotyped virus, 8 mg of SV-A-MLVenv plasmid was cotransfected with 8 mg of wt or mutant HIVgpt plasmid. Three days posttransfection,
cell lysates and supernatants were collected as previously described (39). For
infections, HiL cells on 10-cm-diameter plates were 10% confluent. Adsorption
of virus was allowed to take place at 378C in the presence of 4 mg of Polybrene
per ml. Three days postinfection, plates were split 1:8 onto 10-cm-diameter
plates containing selection medium (standard growth medium plus 50 mg of
xanthine, 3 mg of hypoxanthine, 4 mg of thymidine, 10 mg of glycine, 150 mg of
glutamine, and 25 mg of mycophenolic acid [GIBCO] per ml). Plates were refed
with selection medium every 3 to 4 days until drug-resistant colonies formed. The
number of colonies on each plate was used to calculate virus titers (gpt-resistant
CFU per milliliter), and mutant infectivities were determined by comparison
with wt HIVgpt titers derived in parallel experiments.
Hybridoma cells were grown in RPMI medium supplemented with 10% heatinactivated fetal calf serum, penicillin, and streptomycin in tissue culture flasks.
Antibody-containing medium was collected by centrifugation to remove cells and
then frozen at 2808C, with 0.2% sodium azide added to aid in preservation.
Protein analysis. Medium supernatants of transfected COS7 cells were collected at 3 days posttransfection and filtered through a 0.45-mm-pore-size filter.
The filtered supernatants were centrifuged at 48C for 45 min at 274,000 3 g
(40,000 rpm in an SW41 rotor) through 2 ml of 20% sucrose in TSE (10 mM Tris
hydrochloride, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl
fluoride [PMSF]). Pellets were resuspended in 100 ml of IPB (20 mM Tris
hydrochloride [pH 7.5], 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% sodium dodecyl
sulfate [SDS], 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 1% Triton X-100, 0.02% sodium
azide) plus 0.1 mM PMSF for electrophoresis or in TSE for other procedures.
Cells from transfected plates were washed with 10 ml of ice-cold phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) twice and collected in 1 ml of PBS for each 10-cm-diameter
plate. Cells then were gently pelleted and resuspended in 1 ml of IPB plus 0.1
mM PMSF and repelleted to remove debris. Supernatant and cell samples were
prepared for electrophoresis by addition of an equal volume of 23 sample buffer
(12.5 mM Tris hydrochloride [pH 6.8], 2% SDS, 20% glycerol, 0.25% bromophenol blue) plus b-mercaptoethanol (B-Me) to 5% followed by boiling for 4 to
5 min (16). Samples were subjected to SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE (24)) and electroblotted onto a nitrocellulose filter, and Gag proteins on
filters were immunodetected by using procedures previously described (21). Two
primary antibodies were used for the detection of p24: Hy5001, a mouse anti-p24
monoclonal antibody (the kind gift of Epitope Inc., Beaverton, Oreg.), used at
1:20,000 dilution; and Hy183, a mouse hybridoma monoclonal antibody (clone
H12-5C; obtained through the AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program,
Division of AIDS, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, from
Bruce Chesebro, used at 1:30 dilution from medium of cells grown in culture.
The primary antibody used for the detection of MA was Hy3H6.D4P (the kind
gift of Epitope Inc.). In all cases, the secondary antibody used was a goat
anti-mouse immunoglobulin G-alkaline phosphatase conjugate (Promega). Immunodetected bands on filters were quantitated either by scanning densitometry
with a Bio-Rad model 620 video densitometer on reflectance mode (39) or by
obtaining a computer image file of the filter with a Hewlett-Packard color flatbed
scanner and processing the image with the NIH Image software package. Efficiency of proteolytic processing was calculated by dividing the density units of
individual proteolytic product bands of each sample by the total Gag density of
that sample.
Sucrose density gradient fractionation of virus particles was performed as
described (39, 40, 44). Briefly, extracellular virions were isolated by pelleting
medium supernatant from transfected COS7 cells through a 4-ml, 20% sucrose
cushion in TSE. The pellets were resuspended in TSE and applied to sucrose
gradients consisting of 1.1-ml layers of 20, 30, 40, and 50% sucrose in TSE which
had been allowed to mix by sitting for 1 h. Gradients were centrifuged at 300,000
3 g (50,000 rpm on an SW50.1 rotor) overnight at 48C, and 400-ml fractions were
collected from top to bottom. Fractions were analyzed for sucrose density and
Gag protein levels by densitometric quantitation of immunodetected bands. Gag
protein levels were normalized to the band with highest Gag protein level from
each gradient.
Cross-linking and chemical reactivity methods. Iodine cross-linking of cysteine residues was performed as described previously (16, 31). For cross-linking
with bis-maleimido hexane (BMH; Pierce) treatments, virus particles or proteins
were prepared as described above and resuspended in 200 ml of TSE or PBS.
BMH was prepared fresh as a 100 mM solution in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO),
and viral samples were split into equivalent 100-ml fractions, treated with BMH
(1 ml of 100 mM BMH in DMSO) or mock treated (1 ml of DMSO), vortexed
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FIG. 2. Locations of cysteine residues in HIV Pr55Gag. The HIV-1 (HXBc2)
Pr55Gag protein consists of four domains, matrix (MA), capsid (CA), nucleocapsid (NC), and p6, that are cleaved to maturation by the virally encoded protease
(PR) during the budding process. The precursor polypeptide is 501 codons in
length, and the juncture codons are indicated (note that both the CA/NC and
NC/p6 junctures are formed by the excision of small peptides of unknown
function, p1 and p2). Pr55Gag contains 10 cysteines, which are indicated on the
top bar with codon numbers. The HIV MHR is indicated and spans gag codons
285 to 306.

gently, and incubated at room temperature for 1 h. Reactions were terminated by
the addition of 23 sample buffer plus b-Me to 5%, and the samples were boiled
for 3 to 5 min (18). For detergent treatment experiments, Triton X-100 or lithium
dodecyl sulfate (LDS) was used at a final concentration of 0.25% in cross-linking
reactions.
Biotin-maleimide (Sigma) reactions were carried out on proteins prepared as
described above and resuspended in TSE. Biotin-maleimide was prepared as a
100 mM solution in DMSO and then diluted to 10 mM in 10 mM Tris hydrochloride (pH 7.4). Reactions were performed in a 100-ml total volume with the
addition of 10 ml of 10 mM biotin-maleimide prepared as described above or 10
ml of 10% DMSO in 10 mM Tris hydrochloride (pH 7.4) for the mock treatment.
Triton X-100 and LDS were used at 0.25% (final concentration) in specified
reactions. Reactions were allowed to proceed in the dark on ice for 1 h and were
terminated by the addition of 23 sample buffer plus b-Me to 5%. Biotinylated
proteins were identified by mobility shift and with alkaline phosphatase-conjugated streptavidin on electroblotted filters.
Chemical cleavage of proteins. Specific protein cleavage at cysteine residues by
2-nitro-5-thiocyanobenzoic acid (NTCB; Sigma) was done as previously described (2), with modifications. NTCB was prepared fresh as a 2.24-mg/ml solution (1 M) in buffer bob (6 M guanidine hydrochloride, 200 mM Tris hydrochloride [pH 8.0], 0.1 mM EDTA [pH 8.0], 0.1 mM dithiothreitol [DTT]). Cleavage
reaction mixtures were prepared by mixing 175 ml of buffer bob with 25 ml of
protein sample (in TSE), and reactions were initiated by addition of 50 ml of
NTCB solution and vortexing. Cleavage reactions took place at 378C in the dark
on a rocking platform for 20 to 75 h. Reactions were terminated by the addition
of b-Me to 1%, after which samples were dialyzed two times for 2 h each in a
fume hood against 1 liter of 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH 8.0). Dialyzed
samples were vacuum dried overnight, resuspended in 150 ml of IPB–150 ml of
23 sample buffer–1.5 ml b-Me, and subjected to SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting. For successive biotin-maleimide and then NTCB treatments, samples were
processed according to the procedure for biotin-maleimide modification except
that the reaction mixtures were incubated at room temperature 2 h and no b-Me
was added to terminate the reaction. Prior to NTCB cleavage, 10-ml aliquots
were set aside for electrophoresis, while the remainder of the biotin-maleimide
reaction mixtures were combined with 1.5 ml of buffer bob plus 300 mM DTT,
after which 400 ml of 10 mM NTCB (in buffer bob plus 300 mM DTT) was added.
Cleavage reactions then proceeded as described above.
RNase protection and reverse transcriptase reactions. RNase protection assays using the HIV 831-680 riboprobe were performed as previously described
(40, 44). The riboprobe spans the HIV major splice donor sequence and thus will
detect both spliced and unspliced transcripts. Exogenous reverse transcriptase
assays were performed as previously described (39), and results were normalized
to densitometrically determined Gag levels from immunoblots. To assay reverse
transcriptase activities on native templates, endogenous reverse transcriptase
reactions were performed on permeabilized pelleted particles, using previously
established reaction incubations. Total nucleic acid was isolated from each reaction mix, and minus-strand strong-stop DNA was assayed by RNase protection
using a 151-nt sense strand probe.
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conserved. The first cysteine (gag codon 330) is absolutely
conserved, and the second cysteine (C-350) is conserved in all
but one isolate (26). The corresponding CA cysteine residues
are present and conserved in HIV-2 ROD and SIV isolates
(20), but these viruses encode an additional cysteine in the
central portion of their capsid domains. Of these cysteine residues, evidence indicates that NC cysteines form two zinc fingers important in viral RNA encapsidation (1). Additionally,
MA cysteines have been located in nuclear magnetic resonance
and X-ray structures of the matrix domain. However, it is
unclear how CA cysteines contribute to HIV function and how
MA, CA, and NC cysteines interact in Pr55Gag. These studies
were performed to clarify the roles of the HIV-1 CA cysteines
(C-330 and C-350) in the viral life cycle and to combine cysteine mutagenesis with cross-linking and chemical reactivity
protocols to probe virus particle structure (18).
To determine whether HIV-1 Gag cysteines are in close
proximity to cysteines on neighboring Gag proteins, we initially
ran proteins from immature and mature virus particles on
nonreducing gels and found no evidence for intermolecular
Gag protein cystine formation (23). As a second step, we used
membrane-permeable BMH to cross-link cysteines in intact
mature and immature PR2 virus particles. When wt mature
HIV particles were subjected to BMH cross-linking and the
protein products were immunodetected with either anti-CA or
anti-MA antibodies, no novel cross-linked species were identified (Fig. 3, lanes A, B, E, and F). These data imply either
that BMH cannot penetrate mature virions or that cysteines on
mature MA or CA proteins were not in close enough proximity
to cysteines on neighboring proteins to cross-link. In contrast,
when immature PR2 particles were subjected to BMH crosslinking, a novel protein band at 110 kDa was detected with
both the CA (lane D) and MA (lane H) antibodies, along with
an additional, less pronounced band of unknown origin at
about 100 kDa. This result is consistent with the supposition
that at least one pair of cysteine residues on neighboring
Pr55Gag molecules can be cross-linked and is similar to our
previous findings with Moloney murine leukemia virus PrGag

RESULTS
Cysteine-specific cross-linking of wt HIV-1 Gag proteins.
There are a total of 10 cysteines encoded by the HIV-1 gag
gene (Fig. 2), two in the matrix domain (MA), two in the capsid
domain (CA), six in the nucleocapsid domain (NC), and none
in p6. The NC cysteines are absolutely conserved among over
70 different HIV-1 gag genes that have been sequenced (26),
and the two MA cysteines are conserved to a very high degree;
one cysteine is invariant, while the other cysteine is absent in
only three isolates (26). The two CA cysteines also are well

FIG. 3. Cross-linking of HIV-1 Gag proteins. wt (lanes A, B, E, and F) or
PR2 (lanes C, D, G, and H) HIVgpt particles were mock treated (lanes A, C, E,
and G) or treated with BMH (lanes B, D, F, and H) to cross-link neighboring
cysteine residues. Samples were separated by SDS-PAGE and electroblotted,
and Gag proteins were detected by immunoblotting with either the anti-CA
antibody (lanes A to D) or the anti-MA antibody (lanes E to H). HIV Gag
proteins MA, CA, and Pr55Gag are indicated, as are putative 110-kDa Pr55Gag
dimers. Also evident are PrGag-Pol proteins (lanes C and G) and 100-kDa
species (lanes D and H).
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FIG. 4. Composition of cross-linked Gag species. Gag proteins from virus particles that were mock treated (lanes A, C, F, and H) or BMH treated (lanes B, D,
G, I, J, K, L, M, and N) were electrophoresed and immunodetected with an anti-CA antibody as described for Fig. 2. Virus particles derived from COS7 cells transfected
with PR2 (lanes A, B, and J), dlMARC PR2 constructs, (lanes C, D, and K), particles from cells cotransfected with PR2 and dlMARC PR2 constructs, (lanes F, G,
and L), and particles mixed from cells singly transfected with PR2 and dlMARC PR2 constructs (lanes H, I, and M). Standard molecular weight sizes are indicated
on the left and derive from marker lanes E and N. wt and dlMARC PrGag proteins, homodimers, mixed dimers, and the 100-kDa band of unknown origin are indicated
on the right.

protein cross-linking (18). Note also that the most slowly migrating PrGag-Pol band in lane C disappears upon cross-linking (lane D), presumably because PrGag-Pol proteins crosslink to generate a species which does not enter our running
gels readily.
The appearance of a 110-kDa band upon cross-linking of
immature virus particles was consistent with the presence of a
Pr55Gag dimer but could also be due to the cross-linking of
Pr55Gag to an unknown protein of approximately 55 kDa. To
analyze the composition of the putative dimers, we constructed
a matrix deletion Pr55Gag protein, dlMARC PR2, which retains N- and C-terminal MA sequences but is deleted from
codons 15 to 111. The dlMARC mutant is similar to the previously described dlMA mutant (40), which assembles conditionally infectious virus particles, except that dlMARC is two
residues shorter and retains no cysteines in the MA domain.
To examine the composition of Gag-reactive cross-linked molecules, we subjected PR2 wt and dlMARC proteins in virus
particles to BMH treatments (Fig. 4). Again, BMH treatment
of PR2 particles yielded a new band at 110 kDa and a less
pronounced 100-kDa band of unknown origin (lane B). Crosslinking of dlMARC PR2 virus particles produced an additional
band at approximately 82 kDa, consistent with the predicted
size of a dlMARC cross-linked dimer (lane D). When separately isolated PR2 and dlMARC PR2 particles were mixed
prior to cross-linking, the predicted homodimer bands of 82
and 110 kDa were observed, as was the 100-kDa band of
unknown origin (lane I). In contrast to the mixing experiment,
when PR2 and dlMARC PR2 constructs were cotransfected,
cross-linking of the isolated virus particles showed an additional band at approximately 96 kDa (lane G). This new band
corresponds to the expected size for a mixed dimer of PR2 and
dlMARC PR2 Gag proteins. However, since the mixed dimer
96-kDa band migrated so closely to the unknown 100-kDa
band, we repeated the cross-linking experiment and ran all
cross-linked products side by side (Fig. 4, lanes J to M). Again
the wt dimer (lane J) and dlMARC (lane K) dimers were
observed, and the mixed particles showed homodimers only
(lane M). However, in addition to the homodimers, the co-

transfection experiment (lane L) showed a heterodimer at 96
kDa. We conclude from these experiments that BMH crosslinks neighboring Gag proteins at cysteine residues. Furthermore, neither mature MA nor CA cross-links (Fig. 3), and
PrGag does not require MA cysteines to cross-link (Fig. 4).
Independent experiments showed that a PrGag protein deleted
for all of the cysteine residues in the NC domain was impaired
in cross-linking (data not shown). While we cannot exclude
arguments that NC mutant proteins fold differently from wt
PrGag proteins, our results are consistent with the interpretation that cross-linking of HIV-1 Pr55Gag occurred via the cysteines in the NC domain. This result is similar to what we have
observed with M-MuLV PrGag proteins (18) and suggests that
NC in Gag precursors may play an important role in multimerization of Gag proteins (3, 7).
Analysis of HIV-1 capsid protein cysteines. Since HIV-1
capsid protein cysteines are well conserved (26) and in close
proximity in the primary sequence (only 20 residues apart), we
were interested in examining the status of these two residues.
Consequently, cysteines at gag codons 330 and 350 were mutated separately to encode serines in the mutants C330S and
C350S (Fig. 1). When wt, C330S, and C350S HIVgpt constructs were transfected into COS7 cells, the standard Pr55,
p41, and CA proteins were detected in lysates of wt (Fig. 5,
lane A)- and C330S (lane C)-transfected cells. However, we
consistently detected no capsid-related proteins in lysates from
cells transfected with the C350S mutant (lanes B and D) when
anti-CA antibody Hy5001 was used. The absence of C350S
proteins in cell lysates could be due to something as trivial as
failed transfections, and so a parallel immunoblot was performed with the second anti-CA monoclonal antibody, Hy183.
As illustrated (lanes E to H), the second monoclonal antibody
readily detected wt (lane E), C330S (lane G), and C350S (lanes
F and H) Pr55, p41, and CA proteins in transfected cell lysates;
these results suggest that the C350S mutation altered the
Hy5001 epitope so that the mutant protein was no longer
recognizable by this antibody on immunoblots. Using the
Hy183 monoclonal antibody, which recognizes wt, C330S, and
C350S proteins, we examined particle-associated Gag protein
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FIG. 5. Expression, release, and antibody reactivity of mutant Gag proteins.
Cell lysates (lanes A to H) and virus particles from medium supernatants (lanes
I to L) were collected from cells transfected with wt (lanes A, E, and I), C330S
(lanes C, G, and K), and C350S (lanes B, D, F, H, J, and L) HIVgpt constructs
as described in Materials and Methods. Samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE
and electroblotted, and Gag proteins were immunodetected with anti-CA antibody Hy5001 (lanes A to D) or Hy183 (lanes E to L). Pr55, p41, and CA proteins
are as indicated.

levels in medium supernatants of transfected cells as a measure
of the efficiency of wt and mutant proteins in directing the
assembly and release of virus particles. As shown in lanes I and
K, wt and C330S proteins were released efficiently from transfected cells. In contrast, the total amount of Gag protein released from C350S-transfected cells was 10- to 30-fold lower
than that seen for its counterparts. These results indicate that
the C350S mutation has a drastic effect on HIV particle assembly. At least two mechanisms might account for the C350S
assembly defect: the mutation might cause a mislocalization of
the protein within cells, or it could interfere with interactions
that are necessary for particle assembly. Because results from
subfractionation and immunofluorescence studies appeared indistinguishable for the wt and C350S proteins (data not
shown), we believe that the C350S mutation interferes with
assembly by disrupting Gag protein contacts with either membranes, viral RNA, or other proteins.
The fact that the C330S mutant assembled virus particles
whereas the C350S mutant was assembly defective seems to
discount the notion that these two residues form an intramo-
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lecular cystine. Furthermore, nonreducing gels showed little if
any evidence for intermolecular cystine bridge formation between capsid proteins or Pr55Gag proteins (23). However, we
were interested in directly testing the accessibility of the capsid
cysteines. To do so, wt HIVgpt virus particles were treated with
biotin-maleimide, which can biotinylate free thiols. Treatments
were performed in the absence of detergent, in the presence of
Triton X-100 (which dissembles mature but not immature HIV
particles [39]), or in the presence of LDS (which dissembles
both mature and immature HIV particles). Since biotin-maleimide is not membrane permeable in the absence of detergents, it is not surprising that the immunoblot profile of biotinmaleimide-treated samples was comparable to that of the
mock-treated culture (Fig. 6; compare lanes B and E with lane
A and lanes I and L with lane H). When biotin-maleimide
reactions occurred in the presence of either detergent, one
slightly lower mobility CA band (biotin-CA) was observed, and
30 to 70% of the capsid protein was shifted to this mobility
when Hy183 was used for detection (lanes J, K, M, and N).
However, when Hy5001 was used as a detection reagent, there
was an apparent reduction in the amount of CA, and no biotin-CA was observed (lanes C, D, F, and G). We interpret
these results to indicate that the biotin-CA band consists of CA
biotinylated at C-350, CA biotinylated at C-350 plus C-330, or
a combination of the mono- and dibiotinylated species.
In contrast to biotinylation results in the presence of Triton
X-100 or in the absence of detergent, when particles were
treated with LDS, there was evidence of lower mobility of Pr55
and p41 species as detected by Hy183 (lanes J and M). This
result is consistent with previous observations that immature
HIV particles are resistant to dissembly by nonionic detergents
(16, 36) but also suggests that none of the HIV-1 PrGag cysteine residues were accessible to biotin-maleimide unless immature particles were completely disrupted. Additionally,
since neither p41, Pr55, nor their biotinylated counterparts
were visible when biotin-maleimide-, LDS-treated proteins
were probed with Hy5001, it would appear that all biotinylated
and biotin-Pr55 species were modified at C-350.
To extend our observations, wt Gag proteins were mock or
biotin-maleimide treated and then subjected to NTCB cleavage at free cysteines. In this case, biotinylated cysteines should

FIG. 6. Biotin-maleimide reactivity of HIV-1 capsid proteins. wt HIVgpt virus particles were mock treated (2; lanes A and H) or biotin-maleimide treated (1; lanes
B to G and I to N) in the absence of detergent (2; lanes B, E, I, and L) or in the presence of 0.25% Triton X-100 (T; lanes D, G, K, and N) or 0.25% LDS (L; lanes
C, F, J, and M). After treatments, proteins in samples were separated by SDS-PAGE, electroblotted, and immunodetected with anti-CA antibody Hy5001 (lanes A to
G) or Hy183 (lanes H to N). Note that Hy5001 does not recognize C350S mutant Gag proteins, while Hy183 does (see Fig. 5). Marker protein sizes, Gag proteins Pr55,
p41, and CA, and biotinylated species are as indicated.
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FIG. 7. Cleavage of HIV-1 capsid proteins at cysteine residues. wt (lanes A, B, E, and F) or dlMARC (lanes C, D, G, and H) HIVgpt particles were mock treated
(lanes A, D, E, and H) or treated with biotin-maleimide (lanes B, C, F, and G), after which proteins were processed for electrophoresis (lanes A to D) or NTCB cleaved
at nonbiotinylated cysteines and processed for electrophoresis. Electrophoretically separated proteins were electroblotted and immunodetected with anti-CA antibody
Hy183. Four different capsid-derived proteins are indicated: band 1 (biotin-CA), band 2 (CA), band 3, and band 4.

be resistant to NTCB cleavage, and cleavage should occur only
at residues that were unable to be biotinylated. In this experiment, we used two different HIVgpt preparations, wt and
dlMARC, both of which form mature virus particles that appear identical with respect to their capsid proteins. As expected, completely untreated samples yielded only one capsid
band (Fig. 7, lanes A and D), while biotin-maleimide-reacted
samples (which had not been NTCB cleaved) gave the additional lower-mobility band seen in Fig. 6 (lanes B and C).
When unbiotinylated proteins corresponding to lanes A and D
were cleaved with NTCB, several bands were seen (lanes E and
H), one presumably corresponding to CA which was not
cleaved by NTCB (band 2) and others of higher mobility
(bands 3 and 4), cleaved at C-330 and/or C-350 with NTCB.
When samples were first reacted with biotin-maleimide and
then cleaved by NTCB, the relative amounts of material in
bands 1 (biotin-CA) and 2 (CA) increased (lanes F and G),
consistent with the notion that biotin-maleimide reactions protected CA from NTCB cleavage. Interestingly, the amount of
material in band 3 remained constant regardless of whether the
samples received biotin-maleimide pretreatment. In contrast,
biotin-maleimide pretreatment caused a clear decrease in the
relative amount of band 4 (compare band 4 in lanes F and E
and in lanes G and H). Since C-350 preferentially reacts with
biotin-maleimide (Fig. 6), this result suggests that band 4 is the
cleavage product at C-350 and band 3 is the cleavage product
at C-330. This result is paradoxical since the C-330 cleavage
product (band 3) should be smaller than the C-350 cleavage
product (band 4). However, this type of gel migration anomaly
has been observed in cases in which the C termini of avian
retrovirus proteins are naturally cleaved or artificially truncated (6, 7). Our results indicate that C-350 is highly reactive to
biotin maleimide but that C-330 appears considerably less reactive. The lack of C-330 reactivity could be due to its inaccessibility, even in the presence of ionic detergent. Alternatively, the thiol at C-330 could be blocked by an as yet
undetermined low-molecular-weight factor. However, if this is
the case, the factor could not be necessary for virus assembly,
since the mutant C330S does assemble virus particles.
Phenotypes of HIV-1 cysteine substitution mutants. Since
we examined the status of the two natural cysteines in the
HIV-1 capsid proteins, we thought that it might be useful to
examine what occurred when additional cysteines were introduced into the capsid coding region. In addition to the C330S
and C350S mutants (Fig. 1), we chose to look at four others.
One mutant, T242C (Fig. 1), is at a site where a linker insertion

mutation killed virus infectivity and impaired proteolytic processing of the Pr55Gag precursor (39). In addition, three mutations, R294C, V297C, and Y301C, were created in the Cterminal portion of the capsid domain MHR (Fig. 1).
Previously, others found that mutations in the most conserved,
amino-terminal residues of the MHR killed virus infectivity
and could block assembly (27, 37). We chose residues 294, 297,
and 301 since nuclear magnetic resonance studies suggested
that the HIV MHR forms an amphiphatic helix in solution
with R-294 on the hydrophilic face and V-297 and Y-301 on
the hydrophobic face (5). We felt that it was possible to determine whether cysteines introduced at these positions might
interfere with assembly or, if not, might be used to probe
structural features of the MHR.
For analysis, mutant and wt HIVgpt constructs first were
transfected into COS7 cells, and virus particle release levels
were assayed as described for Fig. 5. Similar to the C330S
mutant and in contrast to the C350S mutant, medium levels of
T242C, R294C, V297C, and Y301C were all roughly comparable to wt levels (data not shown), suggesting that these mutants were not defective for virus assembly. Furthermore, all
well-released mutants made particles of wt density and were
appropriately processed (data not shown).
Since particles released by T242C, R294C, V297C, Y301C,
or C330S were not grossly defective, we tested the abilities of
Gag mutant virions to infect target cells. To do so, wt or
mutant HIVgpt constructs were cotransfected with an envelope expression construct into COS7 cells, and filtered medium
supernatants were collected. For infectivity assays, infectious
events were monitored by transduction of the proviral gpt gene.
Thus, particles were applied to target HiL cells, which subsequently were split into gpt selective medium and grown until
the appearance of drug-resistant colonies. In all cases, mutant
and wt HIVgpt infections were performed in parallel. Titers, in
CFU per milliliter, were calculated on the basis of colony
numbers, and mutant titers were compared with wt titers obtained in infections performed at the same time (Table 1).
Interestingly, the infectivities of all of the capsid domain single-substitution mutants were considerably lower than that of
wt. The near-zero titers for the C350S mutant were expected,
given its defect in release. However, of the other mutants, only
T242C showed appreciable titers, 5 to 20% that of wt. In
contrast, C330S titers were 1 to 5% of wt titers, and all mutations in the MHR (R294C, V297C, and Y301C) gave titers less
than 1% of wt titers.
Why are the infectivities of the capsid domain single-substi-
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TABLE 1. Infectivities of HIV gag mutantsa
Construct

HIVgpt
T242C

R294C
V297C

Y301C

C330S
C350S

Titer
(CFU/ml)

HIVgpt wt titer
(CFU/ml)

% Infectivity

2,296
416
34
102
192
20
5
7
5
13
21
4
17
12
22
0
3
61
41
0
1

2,296
2,178
874
749
2,007
7,847
1,504
3,831
2,451
3,831
1,504
2,007
2,451
2,451
7,831
1,504
3,831
1,400
2,451
1,400
2,451

100
19.1
3.9
13.6
9.6
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
1.4
0.2
0.7
0.5
0.3
0
0.1
4.3
1.7
0
0.04

a
Each HIVgpt-based construct was cotransfected with SV-A-MLVenv into
COS7 cells, and 3 days later, cell supernatants were used to infect HiL cells.
Infections and selections for mycophenolic acid-resistant colonies were performed as described in Materials and Methods. The value for the HIVgpt wt titer
was calculated as an average of 11 independent infectivity experiments. Replicate
experiments were performed with different DNA plasmid preparations, at different times, or both. Infectivities for each mutant were determined by the ratio
of its titer versus the HIVgpt wt titer in a parallel experiment.

tution mutants so low? RNase protection assays showed that
the T242C, R294C, V297C, Y301C, and C330S mutant particles packaged roughly wt levels of genomic viral (data not
shown), and so the mutants do not appear defective for RNA
encapsidation. Similarly, efficiently released mutant particles
possessed wt levels of exogenous template reverse transcriptase activity (39) and endogenous reverse transcriptase
minus-strand strong-stop product levels (data not shown), suggesting that the initial steps of reverse transcription are not
impaired. Thus, it seems that our capsid mutants are defective
either for virus entry into target cells or at an as yet undefined
postentry step of infection. These results are reminiscent of
those observed for some other HIV capsid mutants (39).
Cross-link analysis of cysteine substitution mutants. To
probe the cysteines introduced in the capsid domain, particles
were isolated from medium supernatants of transfected COS7
cells and either mock treated or cross-linked at cysteine residues with BMH (Fig. 8). As expected (Fig. 3), mature wt
particles showed little evidence of capsid protein cross-linking
(Fig. 8, lane B) compared with the mock treatment (lane A).
Similar results were obtained with T242C (lanes C and D). In
contrast, BMH treatment of C330S and MHR mutant particles
resulted in the appearance of anti-CA-reactive bands at 46-50
kDa, consistent with CA-CA dimers. The 46- to 50-kDa products show slightly different mobilities which vary by mutant.
These variations may be due to mobility differences of dimers
depending on the exact location of the cross-link. However, an
alternative hypothesis, that CA monomers cross-link to unknown 22- to 26-kDa proteins, cannot be ruled out.
Given the lack of putative CA-CA dimers for wt HIVgpt, it
was surprising that the C330S mutant showed a putative dimer
band (Fig. 8, lane L). One explanation for this result is that the
C330S mutation alters the conformation of CA in virus parti-

cles, such that C350 is placed in close proximity to C350 in
neighbor molecules and is able to form a cross-link. An alternative explanation for this observation is that in wt particles,
C-330 and C-350 preferentially form an intramolecular crosslink, and the absence of a suitable intramolecular partner in
the C330S mutant leaves C-350 free to form intermolecular
cross-links. While this interpretation might imply that crosslinking to form dimers always will occur when there is an odd
number of cysteines in CA, the lack of cross-linking for T242C,
which has three cysteines, argues against this implication.
As indicated above, all three MHR cysteine substitution
mutants showed putative CA-CA dimer species (Fig. 8, lanes
F, H, and J). These cross-linked species disappeared when
virus particles were treated with either 0.1% Triton-X 100 or
0.1% SDS (data not shown), indicating that the mature virus
particle structure was necessary for cross-link species to appear. Our results with R294C, V297C, and Y301C are consistent with the notion that MHR domains are close enough to be
cross-linked in neighboring molecules, possibly forming an interface between capsid domains in mature particles. However,
one caveat is that MHR cysteine mutations might cause a
conformational change such that another CA cysteine (C-330
or C-350) is able to cross-link or that mixed cross-links might
form. If this is the case, the conformational change appears to
require cysteine substitutions at specific locations, since T242C
did not cause the appearance of a significant cross-link band.
DISCUSSION
There are 10 cysteines in the HIV-1 Gag protein: two in the
matrix domain, two at the C terminus of the capsid domain,
and six involved in the two zinc finger motifs in NC (Fig. 2).
Since we have not found evidence for PrGag or CA dimers in
nonreducing gels, it does not appear that intermolecular cystine formation is essential to particle formation. However,
PrGag proteins can be cross-linked at cysteines with BMH to
form dimers, and cross-linking appears to occur in the NC
domain (Fig. 3 and 4). In contrast to PrGag, we found no
evidence for cross-linking of CA domains in mature wt particles (Fig. 4 and 8). One trivial explanation for this observation
might be that the HIV-1 CA domain cysteines (C-330 and
C-350) naturally form an intramolecular cystine. However, our

FIG. 8. Chemical cross-linking of HIV mutants. wt (lanes A and B) and
mutant T242C (lanes C and D), R294C (lanes E and F), V297C (lanes G and H),
Y301C (lanes I and J), and C330S (lanes K and L) HIVgpt particles were mock
treated (lanes A, C, E, G, I, and K) or treated with BMH (lanes B, D, F, H, J,
and L) to cross-link neighboring cysteine residues. Samples were subjected to
SDS-PAGE and electroblotted, and Gag proteins were immunodetected with
anti-CA antibody Hy183. HIV Gag proteins Pr55, p41, and CA are indicated, as
are putative CA homodimer bands.
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ability to biotinylate C-350 with biotin-maleimide (Fig. 6) argues against the existence of a natural intramolecular C-330–
C-350 disulfide on the majority of capsid proteins. Interestingly, C-330 appears resistant to biotinylation, even in the
presence of ionic detergent (Fig. 6 and 7). This observation
suggests that the C-330 thiol could be chemically blocked.
However, an alternate explanation is that the CA C terminus
forms a secondary structure that is stable to ionic detergent.
Indeed, the anomalous gel migration of cysteine cleavage
products (Fig. 7) suggests that this is the case and is reminiscent of results with C-terminally modified avian retrovirus capsid proteins (6, 7). Although we currently have no direct evidence, we also would predict that the C-terminal cysteines of
HIV-2 and simian immunodeficiency virus will possess the
same chemical reactivities as those of HIV-1 CA. In this regard, it is noteworthy that HIV-2 and simian immunodeficiency virus encode CA cysteines besides those near the C
terminus. On the basis of their nonconservation, it seems likely
that these additional cysteines may interact with virus accessory proteins, such as Vpx, which are not present in HIV-1.
In our molecular genetic analyses, we found that the C330S
mutation gave a phenotype that is similar to that of many other
retrovirus capsid domain mutants. The infectivity of the C330S
mutant was much less than that of wt (Table 1), but there was
no apparent reduction in particle assembly (Fig. 3). Also, there
were no apparent alterations in virus structure, as judged from
proteolytic processing, sucrose gradient profiles, RNA levels,
or reverse transcriptase activities (data not shown), although
thorough electron microscopy studies were not done. These
results suggest that the C330S mutation impairs either virus
entry or postpenetration processes. In contrast to C330S, mutant C350S showed the most drastic effect on HIV assembly
that we have observed for a single-residue substitution (Fig. 5).
This might seem surprising for a conservative mutation of a
cysteine which does not appear to be involved in consistent
intra- or intermolecular cystine formation and could be due
either to alteration of important interprotein assembly contacts
or to mislocalization of the mutant Gag proteins. In this regard, we have found that the C350S immunofluorescence pattern appeared like that of wt, as did the membrane-versuscytosol fractionation pattern (data not shown), suggesting that
the mutation does not affect subcellular localization. Consequently, our hypothesis is that the C350S mutation changes an
important CA C-terminal conformation that is a prerequisite
for Gag protein oligomerization and particle assembly.
Insofar as CA cysteine substitution mutations are concerned, three were created in the C-terminal portion of HIV-1
MHR, since this region has been modeled to form an amphipathic helix (5), and one mutation was created at HIV gag
codon 242, near a site which, when mutated by linker insertion,
had a slight effect on assembly and processing (39). All of these
mutants had phenotypes similar to that of the C330S mutant,
although T242C was three times more infectious than C330S,
and the MHR mutants were considerably less infectious (Table
1). When T242C, R294C, V297C, Y301C, and C330S were
subjected to BMH cross-linking, T242C capsid proteins
showed little evidence of cross-linking, while the other mutants
gave putative CA-CA dimer bands (Fig. 8). The results with
C330S were surprising given that wt CA proteins did not crosslink (Fig. 3 and 8). One explanation for this result is that the
C330S mutation made C-350 more accessible or closer to
neighbor C-350 residues. However, we favor the hypothesis
that BMH preferentially forms intramolecular C-330–C-350
cross-links in wt particles, while blocking the intramolecular
reaction in C330S particles permits the intermolecular reaction
to occur. Similar to C330S, all of the MHR cysteine substitu-
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tion mutants showed putative CA-CA dimers upon BMH
treatment (Fig. 8). This could occur if mutations in the MHR
affected C-350 or C330S so that each now could react with a
neighbor molecule. However, assuming that the block to intermolecular cross-linking via residue 350 is due to an intramolecular C-330–C-350 reaction, it is not clear how MHR mutations would affect this interaction. An alternative hypothesis is
that cysteines of amphipathic MHR helices (5) on neighbor
capsid molecules are in close enough proximity to cross-link.
We currently are testing these structural predictions in vitro.
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